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CHARACTERIZATION OF TRANSURANIC SOLID WASTES

FROM A PLUTONIUM PROCESSING FACILITY

by

Ray Mulkin

ABSTRACT

Transuranic-contairinated wastes qenerated in the processing
areas of the Plutonium Chemistry and Metallurgy ^.roxm at the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) were studied in detail to
identify their chemical and ohysical composition. Nondestructive
Assay (MDA) eouioment was developed to measure transuranic activity
at the 10-nCi/p level in lov;-densitv residues typically found in
roon-generated waste.

This information will supply the Waste Management Program
with a more positive means of identifying concerns in waste storage
and the challenge of optimizing the system of waste form, pack-
aging, and environment of the storage area for 20-yr retrievable
waste. A positive method of measuring transuranic activity in waste
at the 10-nCi/g level will eliminate the need for administrative
control in a sensitive area, and will provide the economic advan-
tage of minimizing the volume of waste stored as retrievable waste.

I. INTRODUCTION

The radioactive waste resulting from

the handling of uranium, plutonium, and

other radionuclides has been recognized as

a special problem since the beginning of

the Manhattan Project. As the nuclear in-

dustry has developed and expanded, specific

guidelines have been established for. par-

ticular waste streams to control waste form

and methods for storage in such a manner

that the environment is adequately protec-

ted.

In 1970, the General Manager's Office

of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)

issued Immediate Action Directive No. 0511-

21 specifying that solid waste contaminated

with 233V and its daughter products, Dluton-

ium, and transplutonium nuclides (except
23*Pu and 2ItIPu) could continue to be stored

in conventional AEC-at>proved burial grounds

if their level of radioactivity cid not

exceed 10 nCi/g. Plutonium-238 and 2<<1Pu

were to be handled as transuranics (TRU)

when so indicated by 239Pu impurities, or

when required by local burial criteria.'

Solid wastes contaminated to a level of

qreater than 10 nCi/g could no longer be

buried, but were to be stored at AEC sites,

segregated from other radioactively contam-

inated solid waste, with combustible and non-

combustible TRU-contaminated waste packaged

separately. The packaging and storage con-

ditions were to be such that the packages

could be readily retrieved in an intact, con-

tamination-free condition for 20 yr.2

In order to meet the segregation, mea-

surement, and packaging requirements3 of re-

trievable storage it was recognized that the

kinds of TRU-contaminated solid waste would
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have to be identified and categorized. In

addition, the data obtained from a sorting

study would be relevant to efforts aimed

at optimizing the waste packaging, handling

techniques, and storage facility desiqns

required for retrievable storage. Waste

treatment facilities can be more effectively

designed if the characteristics of the in-

fluent stream are known. Finally, a know-

ledge of residue types, volumes, and radio-

activity content as a function of origin is

essential toward achieving a reduction in

the amount of waste being generated.

The Plutonium Chemistry and Metallurgy

Group operations in Technical Area (TA)-21

at LASL offered a unique study area which

could be used for evaluating the generation

of TRO waste. All unit operations involved

in 239Pu metal handling and a complete scrap

recovery system are located in this area.

Figures 1 and 2 describe a typical pluton-

ium metal cycle and some of the major pro-

cess residues handled by scrap recovery.

Other operations in the study area include

basic plutonium chemistry research, devel-

opment work in Liquid Metal Fast Breeder

Reactor (LMFBR) fuels, and development work

using 80% 238Pu as an energy source for

Space Nuclear Systems and artificial hearts

—providing an even broader spectrum of

wastes.

II. CLASSES OF RESIDUES

The radioactive waste examined in this

study consisted of two major streams: res-

idues generated by process operations in the

glovebox or hood enclosures and residues

generated in the operating room or area

containing the transuranic process facili-

ties. Packaged residues are normally sent

to scrap recovery for measurement of the

plutonium content or transuranic activity

by Nondestructive Assay (NDA) techniques.

Residues are considered recoverable

if the plutonium content is sufficient to

warrant reclaiming and reusing, based on

local criteria. Such packages of measured

residues can then be defined as scrao or

feed material for a scrap recovery process.

Packaged residues not considered recoverable,

but which are above 10 nCi/g in transuranic

activity, are defined as retrievable waste

and are logged into a "20-yr-retrievable

waste drum." Disposable residues from an

area containing transuranic processing fac-

ilities are those items containing less than

10 nCi/g of transuranic activity. Such low-

level waste may be disposed of in a nonre-

trievable manner such as land burial, but in

a controlled area.

Process-generated residues are usually

classified as recoverable (scrap) or retrie-

vable (waste), with a low probability of

finding packages with transuranic activity

less than 10 nCi/g. Room-generated residues

are assumed to contain at least trace quan-

tities of transuranic activity simply from

having been in the process area, but are

normally less than 10 nCi/g. A small por-

tion could be more than 10 nCi/g, but recov-

erable levels would not be expected.

III. PROCESS-GENERATED RESIDUES FROM A

TYPICAL OPERATION

The first phase of this waste character-

ization study was the identification of pro-

cess residues at the point of generation in

the plutonium metal fabrication area. Pro-

cesses generating residues include research

and development work in casting, machining,

welding, assembly, and disassembly, plus a

variety of other experimental operations in

fabrication, preparation of test specimens,

and metal handling.

Process-generated residues from all op-

erations are transferred through a conveyor

system to one glovebox line for disposal.

Material is removed from the glovebox by

standard bag-out procedures and transferred

to the scrap recovery area for assay, nor-

mally by use of a neutron coincidence coun-

ter. Packages with recoverable quantities

of plutonium ars transferred into scrap re-

covery and discardable items are logged into
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a retrievable waste drum.

For this study, operation of the waste

collection glovebox was manned by members

of the research team. The first objective

was to determine the amounts of various

material types generated in such operations.

Then each waste typo was sorted into high

and low contamination levels by both visual

examination and by use of a gamma probe.

During the study period, 483 kq of

residues were processed. Using a discard

limit of 0.5 g of Pu/Jtci of waste (0.5 o/kq),

59 wt'i of the material (containing less

than 10? of the plutonium) was put into re-

trievable waste drums. Material types,

composition, and plutonium content of each

stream are shown in Table I. More detailed

description of waste items observed ,iro

aiven in Appendix A.

The procedure of sorting waste tofirt

removal from the qlovebox has economic prac-

ticality. Normally, the entire waste strew

is trinsiorred to scrap recovery and then

sorted into waste types according to the

recovery process us<:«.!. HTvcver, wher w.isroa

wore sorted brfor^- rr-rr.vjl tin- cost.-:

reduced since i ncurrorj recovery cost

only those ussnei .it'-.: with har.til ; \ :

t iv waste stream.
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(Li'.-;T) criteria of 10 nCi 'ci made ic :iccos-

sary to fixasriir.e such naf.er.-il?. to detornir.i

thru- actual level of contar.inaticr..

A hood-glovebox system built around a

F IDLER iriel.': Ir.-5ti-ur-.ent for tho Detect; ic-.

of Lc Energy Radiation1 Counter was in-

stalled in the scrap recovery area. The

thin sodium iodide crystal was positioned

to interroqate thin, "pancake" shaped pack-

nqes of low-density trash, and was referred

to as the Pancake Counter. Development

work, usinq analytically prepared standards

in typical roore trash, indicated that the

Pancake was capable of detecting activity

in tho 1- to 10-nCi/q rancje usinq 16-ScoV

!.->: rav: .IT.I' 60-koV (Mirra rays.

After in-place calibration of the sys-

tem, the O.Of-n' boxes of typical room

trash were ii. ' .cod into tho hood. Waste

was sorted by material type into 500- to

1000-c; packages. A standard 10-s count

of each packaqe was compared to normal back-

ground radiation levels to determine the

level of activity. Packages assayinq high-

er than 10 nCi/g wore transferred into the

qlovobox for disposal as retrievable waste.

other samples were repackaged for disposal

by burial.

A mapping system was initiated to iden-

tify the point of oriqin of samples and the

associated type of operation. Samples as-

sayinq at ^ 10 nC'i/q were traced to their

source, and an attempt was made to deter-

mine the reason for the high level of ac-

tivity. The higher levels of contamination

were usually caused by residues from main-

tenance cleanup items, plutonium welding

work materials, or plastic adapters used

in transferring plutonium nitrate solutions.

During the waste characterization and

composition studies, a routine logaing sys-

tem recorded origin of waste, weight of

each room-trash box, and the major isotope

being processed in the area from which the

waste originated. Data obtained from this

study will be used to determine means of

reducinq or eliminatinq waste streams from

some process areas.

The Pancake Counter assay system proved

accurate in measuring activity in low-den-

sity materials; however, activity contained

in scrap metal objects and glassware (i.e.,

high-density items.1 could not be satisfact-

orily detected due to excessive attenuation

of the low-energy gamma and x ravs. Cross

checks were thus begun between this system

and a Multienergy Gamma Assay System

(MliGAS) which not only measures low ener-

gies but is also capable of detection hiaher

energy gamma-ray emissions. Hardware was

fabricated to facilitate assay of the stan-

dard O.Ofi-m' trash box, resulting in the

designation of Box Counter. Boxes of typ-

ical low-density room trash were opened and

their contents assayed by the Pancake Coun-

ter. Samples were then repackaged and scan-

ned by the Box Counter for a total box

count. iA detailed discussion of the devel-

opment of this instrumentation is presented

in LA-5904-MS).'

The Box Counter was installed in the

Trash Monitoring Room at the scrap recovery

urea in 1974. It is now used as the rou-

tine monitoring system for room-generated

waste associated with all plutonium opera-

tions in TA-21. T'souqh originally cali-

brated for roportinq activity fror. weapons -

grade plutoniun, tho "'F^AS was ororiramnpd

to icl.-'ntif" tho r.aior transurnnic isotope

or fission oroduct in a ho>: arsci to calculate

the appropriate activity of t'ie 1-ox in

nCi/g. In a 4-month period, 487 boxes were

assayed usinq the Box Counter (sec- Table II

for composition and ^iq. 3 for activity

distribution). Althcuqh 12% of the boxes

assayed greater than 10 nCi/q, some con-

tained 2 3 8Pu* and/or mixed fission products,

so that only 8?. were transferred to retriev-

able storage or returned to the sender. The

The LASL retrievability liriut was 100
nCi/q for 2 3 9Pu materials.



TABLE II

COMPOSITION OF ROOM TRASH

Voluire

Cellulosics

Chart paper, computer paper,

surgeon's glove boxes, kraft

paper, masking tape, cheesecloth,

clothing - (coveralls, caps,

booties, undershirts, shorts)/

paper towels

Surgeon's gloves

50 % each rubber and plastic

Plastic

Polyethylene bags, baas from face

masks, reagent bot;les and ba s

Styrofoam

Packing material and coffee cups

from "In-Plant Coffee Room"

Glass

Sample bottles, glass wool from

room air prefiltcrs

Metal

Flashlight batteries, wire, con-

duit, tin cans, aerosol cans,

aluminum foil

83

100

100

£ io -

0-1 1-10 IO-;OO 100-5000 »5000
nCi/g

Fig. 3. Activity distribution in room
trash.

remaining S2% •.-.•ere sent to lane burial as

disposable vraste.

Room-trash boxes are not compacted

except for limited manual compression as

they are being filled. Density data col-

lected during a 4-month period showed tha*.

the boxes had an averaqe densitv of

86 kg/m3.

A brief study was made in the pluton-

ium processing facility while using the

MEGAS instrumentation (see Fig. 4) to eval-

uate the economics of alternative methods

for the disposition of room trash. Approx-

imately 8% of the room-trash boxes contain-

ed sufficient TRU contamination to require

retrievable storage. The economic analysis

showed that the MEGAS operation is more

economical than the alternative of admini-

stratively assigning all room trash to re-

trievable storaye. (Table III shows the

cost comparisons of the two alternatives.)

This study considered only short-term costs,

which included manpower, materials, on-sito

transportation, pit operation, trash vol-

ume, and alternative tasks for nerscinncl .

All factors indicate that long-term appli-

cation of the MEGAS would show an even more

favorable economic comparison.

V. RETRIEVABLE WASTE

The retrievable waste stream from all

the Plutonium Chemistry and Metallurgy

Group operations, including scrap recovery,

consists of all process-generated residues

that are below established recoverable lim-

its combiner] with an" room-generated resi-

dues that assay greater than 10 nCi/g.

The previously described evaluation of

room trash demonstrated that certain opera-

tions, sucli as maintenance on process equip-

ment—even though performed in open room

areas under controlled conditions—did in

fact result in trash contaminated to activ-

ity levels above 10 nCi/g. The next ques-

tion to be answered was whether any of the

process-generated wastes could be less than

10 nCi/g.
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vations have indicated that oxidation-reduc-

tion reactions between nitric acid and other

chemical contaminants which may be present

have attained equilibrium before the contam-

inated waste material is packaged for re-

trievable storage. The observed diffusion

of nitric acid through PVC bags and the

ubiquitous presence of this compound in

stored wastes indicate that internal cor-

rosion of the presently used 17C or 17H

drums may be accelerated by this chemical

contaminant.

VII. UNIT OPERATIONS RELATIONSHIP

The value of establishing predictable

or reproducible relationships between unit

operations and generated residues was stud-

ied. Possible guides considered were: waste

generated per gram of plutonium processed,

waste generated per man-hour, or material-

type distribution related to some standard

or typical operation. Tables V, VI, and

VII show the results of some of these stud-

ies from typical unit operations.

The validity or usefulness of this

data can be questioned when one analyzes

the factors contributing to types and a-

mounts of residues generated. As an exam-

ple, in Table VII the waste generated by

ash leaching shows 23 wt% to be scrap

metal. This study was made when the ash

leaching operation was concentrating on off-

site ash from the Central Scrap Management

Office at Richland, and the scrap metal was

primarily the inner shipping container.

Had the same ash leaching equipment been

used for processing locally generated ash

from an incinerator in the same glovebox

line, scrap metal would have been less than

5 wt%.

Thus, each process at each major ERDA

operation will have its own unique set of

circumstances influencing the amount and

type of waste generated.

TABLE v
RETRIEVABLE WASTE GENERATED PER GRAM OF PLUTONIUM PROCESSED

Unit Operation

Ash Leaching

Ion Exchange
Alloy Processing

Pu Processed, g

3 675

3 780

3 336

Bulk Haste, kg

167

20

11

kg Waste/g Pu

0.045

0.005

0.003

TABLE VI

RETRIEVABLE WASTE GENERATED PER MAN-HOUR

Unit Operation

Ash Leaching

Ion Exchange

Alloy Processing

Man-Hours

320

160

240

Bulk Waste,

167

20

11

kg kg Wastc/Man-Hour

0.522

0.125

0.046

TABLE VII

COMPOSITION OF RETRIEVABLE WASTE FROM UNIT OPERATIONS

Material Type

Metal

Plastic

Rubber

Cellulosics

Glass

Process Solids

Ash Leaching

23

14

7
11

14

31

Composition, wt%

Ion Exchange

0

26

12

2

8

52

Alloy Processinq

22

17
0

9

38

14

Ref: LA-566G-PR



VIII. RELATIONSHIP OF WASTE GENERATION AND

PLUTONIUM RECOVERY

Most of the information in this report

has been limited to the room-generated and

the process-generated residues immediately

related to the glovebox operations in plu-

tonium processing areas. Realizing that

each part of the plant must assume an appro-

priate portion of waste such as scrubber

solutions, seal liquid from house vacuum

systems, and ion exchange effluents, an

effort was made to "quantify" typical oper-

ations involved in the recovery of two com-

mon residue streams. The flowsheet in Fig.

7 describes the incineration of cheesecloth,

through leach steps and ion exchange, to

produce a product of pure plutonium nitrate.

The flowsheet in Fig. 8 describes the pro-

duction of plutonium metal from nitrate with

the associated recovery of plutonium from

the major residues—peroxide filtrate and

the slag and crucible. These studies show

very clearly the need for improvements in

handling liquid waste streams since the

end products of liquid waste treatment ac-

count for over 95% of the total volume of

waste generated.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The process residues and waste items

associated with plutonium handling in glove-

boxes were studied in order to more clearly

define and evaluate the risks associated

with placing these materials in interim

20-yr retrievable storage. The waste items

in most cases were found to result from

packaging, transfer, storage, and other

handling of transuranic materials. A con-

certed effort should be made to eliminate

as many items as possible, reduce the use

rate of those items that cannot be elimina-

ted, and look for substitutions that would

result in smaller volumes or more easily

treatable material. The recycling or re-

use of packaging should also be fully

evaluated.

2. A decision should be made concerning

the amount of radioactivity permitted in

transuranic wastes. Economic and ecologi-

cal concerns are in conflict when considei—

ing the discard level of materials from

scrap recovery operations going into re-

trievable waste. Improved process systems

are needed in order to comply with the waste

management policy3 of reducing the amount of

radioactivity in such waste and still having

economical recovery. Recovery of plutonium

from process residues, such as incinerator

ash, to a lower level is of particular

concern.

3. Process-generated residues should be

sorted at the point of generation with guid-

ance from trained scrap recovery personnel.

Material type categories should, at a mini-

mum, meet the criteria of separating com-

bustibles and noncombustibles and could

be coordinated with the recovery processes

used.

More refined on-line measurement meth-

ods are needed to optimize quantitative

methods which, when correlated with discard

levels in recovery operations, can minimize

the amount of material to be processed and

the associated waste resulting from the ad-

ditional handling.

4. NDA systems designed for on-line work,

as described above, are needed to improve

the handling of scrap and waste. In re-

covery operations it is not unusual to

remove scrap from a glovebox after routine

processing and find that NDA results show

the package to be above the discard limit.

An on-line system would eliminate the extra

handling, additional PVC baqs, and other

supplies used in glovebox systems.

5. The level of chemical contamination in

retrievable waste should be controlled to

reasonable concentrations as described in

"Guidelines for the Interim Storage of AEC-

f̂ enerated Solid Transuranic Waste."5

11
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The levels and types of chemicals observed

in this study were relatively low and did

not appear to present a serious hazard in

normal retrievable storage.

One area of concern, however, is the

potential hazard of certain cellulosic mat-

erials that have been exposed to concentra-

ted nitric acid. Typical examples are

cheesecloth or wipes used to clean around

dissolvers in gloveboxes, and HEPA filters

exposed to fumes from boiling nitric acid.

Limited experimental data indicate some

degree of nitration can occur leading to

self-ignition and possible detonation at

slightly elevated temperatures. Incinera-

tion of this type of waste should be stand-

ard practice until the hazard is more clear-

ly defined.

6. Plant design has a decided influence on

the amounts and types of residues to be

treated. Facilities such as the new pluto-

nium facility at Los Alamos and the new

scrap recovery facility at Rocky Flats have

incorporated many features in their design

which will reduce the generation of waste

and its transuranic content. The volume

of room trash associated with processing

areas will be greatly reduced by more care-

ful planning of office areas and materials

receiving areas. A waste characterization

study in the new plutonium facility in

1980 would predictably be entirely differ-

ent compared to the results in this report,

even if the same number of people and the

same processes were involved.

7. When evaluating process improvements to

reduce residues generated, or when design-

ing systems for stabilizing waste streams

before storage, all resulting waste streams

must be considered. Liauid waste must

receive the same attention as solid waste

when considering minimum releases to the

environment.
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APPENDIX A

RESIDUES GENERATED BY PLUTONIUM METAL FABRICATION

Non-Pu Scrap Metal

Aluminum foil, tin cans, used scrap

pipe (stainless steel, mild steel, and

aluminum), small obsolete equipment,

etc.

Plastic

Primarily polyvinyl chloride (PVC) from

bag-in and bag-out operations, and some

polyethylene and polypropylene.

Rubber

Mostly drybox gloves.

Combustibles

Almost totally cheesecloth.

Glass

Broken laboratory-type equipment such

as beakers, graduated cylinders, and

Vycor castings sleeves.

Ceramics

Magnesium oxide liners and other refrac-

tories.

Insulation

Transite board, asbestos pipe insula-

tion.

Graphite

Primarily molds and crucibles from cast-

ing operations.
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APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTION OF RETRIEVABLE WASTE BY MATERIAL TYPE

1. Cellulosics

All of the cheesecloth used in glove-

box operations for cleanup work is re-

used as long as possible before it is

transferred to recovery. In many

cases, the cheesecloth has been expo-

sed to nitric acid or oil. This mater-

ial is quite high in plutoniura concen-

tration and is routinely counted and

transferred to the incinerator. For

this reason, none of the process-gen-

erated cellulosics were in the retriev-

able waste category. Cheesecloth used

outside the gloveboxes during mainte-

nance work and cleanup operations con-

tribute a significant portion of the

less than 0.05-g/kg stream. V'ood

filter frames of HEPA glovebox pri-

mary filters contribute heavily to

the 0.4-g/kg stream.

2. P ljisti£

Retrievable plastic wastes consist pri-

marily of PVC oags and bag stubs. Some

sheet material used as temporary floor

covering, ana laboratory wares such as

funnels, petri dishes, graduated cylin-

ders, v/asn bottled, tubing, and gaskets

also ijupe-ac IT. this waste stream. If

PVC uags jri: handed wits; ar..- degree of

care, cont.ui';. i.at ion car. be hold to leas

'.: in ..'. 1 gV Kit.

3 . irocc-ss Sol LL:S

l.'jciro.'Jto! a.'jii, after ocmcj "i e.iC;",oJ

v. ; ch nitru 1 ::.-:c: .inu calcium fluoride,

.= tne main -.-.i. l.u residu-..- from arrap

r> covi/rv or* >"•;• U.ns. Any o~i\<:c solid

ir, .teri.ii co) „(-••.:: ••••Si from jlovr.box clean-

.:,•-: i s ai.-jo »>-.cf.ed i '•' t!v.* 'Mint: fash--

iC.".. other '.1'rr.Ki jsed on u lcn.nl urfsis

include sw.'Oiivi.-, '••n.-eis, a;-.h hools, and

leached residues. Present discard lim-

it for this material based on the eco-

nomics of recovery is 4 g/kg.

Metal

Retrievable metal wastes are represen-

ted by a diverse stream of nails, nuts,

bolts, wiring, conduit, tin cans,

stainless steel dressing jars, aluminum

foil, lathe turnings, hacksaw blades,

screw drivers, tweezers, hammers, hair

dryers, hot plates, heating coils,

vacuum cleaners, and furnaces. In this

study most of the tin cans in which off-

site ash had been received from thu

Central Scrap Management Office at

Richland were less than 0.1 g/kg. The

contatninat ion present on tools and

small equipment can vary greatly de-

pendinq on usa;;e, time in the glovebox,

and cleaning effort.

Glass and Cerami_c

Retrievable glass and ceramic materials

primarily include normal laboratory

glassware such as boakers, cylinders,

graduated cylinders, and 1-. to 9- •'.

bottles. Heating mantles used in ba;ch

leaching operations are occasionally

discarded, but arc- normally reduced to

a small rcs-.dut by volatilising tne

silicon in ~JL hydrGf luorwat LOH treat-

ment.

Rubbej

In this study, almost <iil of tlvj stream

was glovebox gloves. When a box of

room tr.isn i.'as found to be over 10

nCi/'g, and t';o ivciste was merge'-; uith

the- process gon.-rat-i-d wa-stc, some sur-

geon's gloves would contribute to this

waste:. Occasionally Items sue], <;s rub-

ber stopper:; -jnd tub Log would appear.



A P P K N T ' i X C

STL'DY o r C H I i M l C A L C O N T A M I N A T I O N I ' N T K A X ' S P R A N I C W A 5 T K S

O i e r - i r . ' . i j ? l . r - e i i i p . r i u t o i i - v ' 1 ] - i > . : o ^ s i n f i A r e a ; > u r i n < ; CY 1 9 7 3

• ; ' '•'. l i T A I . APT A
ANNUAL
ISSUE (k-.j) " :"! : INSCRIPTION WASTE TTIIMS CONTAMINATED

\ 1. 1 ' ': '. . !','•: •~-:i '••••< R c c o v i - r y U82 Used to complex fluoride

inn.'i in nitrate solutions

from reduction residue

di.-;so'iVi'rs, bulk fusion

solutions, and in ion

OM J I U H T - feed adjustment.

Trace quantities may be found in

exhaust filters, or. dry box aloves,

and on rubber window gaskets. If

spilled, may be found in larger

quantities on wet cheesecloth.

Small amounts may also be found

on cardboard transfer containers.

oniur. Bi fluoride Met a 1 1 Oi 0.5

i J - • . i . " :• I n o r ; •:• . "t.T.( I' Recover'

M,v. l'i> urii'd in

v:iMi n c i d s for metal e t c h -

i ruj p r o c e s s e s . Useri in

• lu.int i t J<-P of 1 q or l e s s .

i;!;eii w i t h nilrii- ,K"id for

tire leadline) of incinerator

a.sli.

Found in very low quantities in

cheesecloth when spilled. Disposal

may cause contamination on PVC plas-

tic baqs or on polyethylene jar.

Trace quantit ies may be found in

exhaust filters, on dry box qlovos,

and rubber window qaskets. Larqer

quantities are found on hcatina

mantles when process jolutions

boil over. kesidual amounts are

found in empty reagent bottles.

4 . Used witli dry ice jn ,i dew Evaporated in alovebox nxbaust

point chamber. This product system,

is no limner used.



CHEMICAL AREA
ANNUAL
ISSUE (kg)

APPENDIX C (cont)

USE DESCRIPTION

Cerous Nitrate Metallography

Chiorothcne Motallography

Copper Granules

Copper Shot

Fabrication

Fabrication

Diethylene triatnine Metallography

Epoxy Cement Metallography

WASTE ITEMS CONTAMINATED

0.5 Used in quantities of 1 a

or less in combination

with several types of

acids for metal etching.

416 s: Used as a lubricant for

sample polishing of fuel

pellets in metallography

processes.

0.5 Used for compacting and

compression testing.

0.9 Used in compression and

compacting testing.

1.1 Standard epoxy catalyst

usod for settinq up fuel

pellets for metalloqraphic

processes.

6 . Epoxy cement used to mount

samples for etching.

Not usually found in waste but

could be found in cheesecloth

if spilled and in polyethylene

jar used for liquid disposal.

Evaporated in glovebox exhaust

system.

Small amounts may have been found

in qlovobox floor sweepings if

spilled.

Not normally found as waste con-

taminant, but could have been

spilled and consequently be pre-

sent in floor sweepings.

Usually found in floor sweepings

from grinding operation and may

be found in glovebox exhaust

(HEPA) filters.

Found in floor sweepings and on

grit paper as well as exhaust

filters and in cheesecloth.



APPENDIX C (cont)

CHEMICAL AREA
ANNUAL
ISSUE (kg)

Ethanol Metal Production 416 J

USE DESCRIPTION

Used to dehydrate plutonium

peroxide cake prior to

hydrofluorination step.

WASTE ITEMS CONTAMINATED

Filtered into a 50-f glasr. jar

contained inside a 114-f. metal

drum and transported to Bldg.

257 for liquid waste processing.

Ferric Nitrate Scrap Recovery 9.1 Used in hydroxide precipi-

tations in combination with

aluminum nitrate to act as

a carrier precipitator.

Residual amounts found in cardboard

transfer containers and if spilled

could be found in cheesecloth and

floor sweepings. Particles may

be found adhering to exhaust

filters and dry box gloves.

Ferrous Ammonium

Sulfate

Scrap Recovery 14 Used in combination with

urea and hydroxylamine

nitrate in the reduction

of plutonium to the tri-

valent state prior to the

cation exchange process.

Resulting solution from ion exchange

is transferred in a trailer

tank to Bldg. 257 for liquid

waste treatment. In a case of

a leaky pipe or valve it could

be found in cheesecloth in

retrievable waste.

Iodine Crystals Metal Production 11

Lithium Fluoride Metallography 0.5

Used with calcium metal as

a booster for reduction of

the plutonium fluoride to

plutonium metal during the

bomb reJuction procedure.

Used in etching fuel pel-

lets in metallography.

Found in the reduction slag which

is sent to recovery in stainless

steel cans. May also be found on

PVC plastic bags resulting from

transfer. Can be found in small

amounts in exhaust filters.

Found in exhaust filters, dry box

gloves, and PVC plastics.



A P l ' E N D I X (.' i-,-ritit )

Oxide

."\HI:A

Metal Product!on 2455

i:.si. DL:S_CKIPTION

Used as a crucible mater-

ial ami as a packing sand

Juriru) bomb reduction of

plutonium fluoride.

WASTE ITEMS CONTAMINATED

May be found on stainless steel

cans and PVC bags used in transfer

to recovery section.

:<\ trie Acid (Bulk) Scrap Recovery 52,300

Acid Scrap Recovery 5290

(Analyti ceil Rongep.t)

Mi trie Acid Motal Production 3y9

(Analytical Reagent)

Nitric Acid

(Technical Grade)

Metallography 258

Used in all leaching pro-

ivsK'j'i; asti, graphite,

:-urKK.-i- contaminated

iii.itur i als and in bulk

fusion and dissolution

of sand slaq and crucible.

Used in ion exchange

column regeneration,

vwRhi'i'j, and if ner-dfd,

during column elution.

Found in residual amounts on all

leached and pickled materials such

as dry box gloves, plastic, glass

and ceramics, metals and graphite.

Also found in all process residues

from bulk fusion and ash leaching.

Found in spent ion exchange resin.

(Nitric Acid is so commonly used

it <nay be found on most items;

filter-aid, line filters, dry box

gloves and gaskets, and on cheese-

cloth used in cleaning .)

Used to ad-just nitrate con- Found in exhaust filters, dry box

centration prior to peroxide gloves, and PVC plastics,

nrecimtation and to treat

filtrate after precipitation.

Used in etching fuel

pellets in metallography.

Disposed of in a self-contained

acid drain in dry box line and

therefore may be a contaminant on

polyethylene bottle and PVC bag.

It may also be found on exhaust

filters and dry box gloves.



APPENDIX C (cont)

CHEMICAL AREA

ANNUAL

ISSUE (kg) USE DESCRIPTION WASTE ITEMS CONTAMINATED

Oil, Heat Treating Fabrication

Oil, Hydraulic Fabrication

19

853

Use in hot bath for heat

treating metal parts

Hydraulic fluid used to

operate NC (numerically

controlled) machine.

Found in cheesecloth when spilled

and in exhaust filters from vapor-

ization and on dry box gloves and

window gaskets. Also found on PVC

plastic bags.

May be found on cheesecloth when

leakage in system occurs. Trans-

ferred to Bldg. 257 in metal cans

for liquid waste disposal.

Oil, Lubricating Metallography

Oil, Machining

Oil, Vacuum Pump

Oil, Vacuum Pump

Pu Research

Fabrication 19 ft

Fuels Research 38 S.

Machining oil and a

grinding and polishing

lubricant.

Machining oiJ

Operational fluid for

diffusion pump.

Operational fluid for

vacuum pump.

Transferred to recovery in glass

jars. May be found in cheesecloth

when spilled, and on PVC plastic

when bagged out of line.

Transferred to recovery in glass

jars.

Drained into tin can when changed

and transferred to Bldg. 257 for

liquid waste treatment.

Transferred to recovery in glass

jars or sent to Bldg. 257 for

liquid waste disposal.



APPENDIX C (cont)

CHEMICAL AREA
ANNUAL
ISSUE (kg) USE DESCRIPTION WASTE ITEMS CONTAMINATED

Oxalic Acid Scrap Recovery 421 Used to precipitate the

eluate from the anion-

exchange system.

Residual amounts fcund in poly-

ethylene transfer bags and may be

found on cheesecloth if spilled.

Filtrate is recycled to ion ex-

change feed adjustment.

Paint, Krylon Clear Fabrication 1.5 Si Used in changing dry box

windows.

Found on rubber window gaskets and

occasionally in exhaust filters.

Potassium Chloride Metal Production 32 I Used in combination with

sodium chloride for elec-

trorefining plutonium.

Packaged in tin can and bagged

out of line in PVC plastic. Trace

amounts may be found in exhaust fil-

ters.

Potassium Hydroxide Scrap Recovery 9318 Used to manufacture scrub

solution for off-gases from

the hydrofluorination system

and those from the SCC dis-

solvers. It is used for

treating electrorefining

salt residues.

Scrub solutions are transferred to

Bldg. 257 for liquid waste treat-

ment.

Potassium Pyrosulfate Scrap Recovery 982 Used in bulk fusion in

combination with sodium

fluoride to treat insoluble

plutonium-bearinq solids.

Residual amounts found in cardboard

transfer containers and in exhaust

filters.



APPENDIX C (cont)

CHEMICAL AREA
ANNUAL
ISSUE (kg) USE DESCRIPTION WASTE ITEMS CONTAMINATED

Silicon Metal Fabrication 0.028 Used in experimental cast-

ing work.

Not found in waste stream.

Sodium Chloride Electrorefining 41 Mixed with potassium

chloride and used in the

electrorefining process of

Plutonium.

Packaged in tin cans and bagged

out of line in PVC plastic. Trace

amounts may be found in exhaust

filters.

Sodium Fluoride Scrap Recovery 184 Used in bulk fusion in

combination with potassium

pyrosulfate to treat insol-

uble plutonium-bearing

solids.

Residual amounts found in transfer

containers and trace amounts may be

found in exhaust filters.

Sodium Hydroxide Scrap Recovery 1888 Used to prepare scrub

solution for incinerator

off-gases. Also used to

clean oxalate storage tank.

Solutions transferred to Bldg. 257

for liquid waste treatment.

Sodium Nitrite Scrap Recovery 318

Sulfuric Acid Metallography

Used for the oxidation of

Plutonium from the triva-

lent state to the tetra-

valent state.

Used in metal sample

etching.

Small quantities may be found in

cardboard transfer containers, in

exhaust filters, and in cheesecloth

if spilled.

Disposal in self-contained acid

drain may result in contamination

of PVC plastic and polyethylene

plastic jar.



APPENDIX C (cont)

CHEMICAL AREA
ANNUAL
ISSUE (kg) USE DESCRIPTION WASTE ITEMS CONTAMINATED

Sulfuric Acid Metal Production 25 Used in adjustment of ni-

trate feed prior to perox-

ide precipitation.

Found in resulting solution fil-

trate which is transferred to

recovery. May be found as a con-

taminant on some glassware,

plastics, and dry box qloves.

Tr ichloroethylene

Trichloroethylene

Scrap Recovery 10

Fabrication 632

Metal Production 30

Triethylene Tetra-

mine

Urea

Metallography

Scrap Recovery

0.5

Used to reduce viscosity

of oils during filtration

step in recovery process.

Used in ultrasonic baths

for cleaning and with

cheesecloth for cleaning

metal parts.

Epoxy catalyst used in

metallography.

Used in ion exchange

feed solutions to remove

nitrite ions.

Residue may be found in filter-

aid.

Evaporated in line.

Usually found in floor sweepings

and may be found in exhaust filters.

Not usually found in solid V7aste.
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